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The highly acclaimed New American Standard Complete Bible, in updated edition on 60 digitally

recorded audio discs. Narrated by the refreshing renowned inspirational Biblical narrator, Steven B.

Stevens. Steven is called by many, the "Voice of God." This Audio Bible is narrated word for word.

The NASB, without background music or sound effects, is digitally recorded using the latest

technology. Steven B. Stevens presents the complete text of scripture-over 70 hours of life

changing listening pleasure. All 66 books of the Old and New Testament, NASB Version, are

presented word for word. listening to God's word will bring you encouragement, direction, inspiration

comfort peace of mind and the needs, only God knows for your daily life. This is the deluxe edition

packaged boxed and in a zippered bag for storage. This edition has been the choice of generations

both past and present-and will be the same inspirational message for generations to come. Each of

the discs carry a lifetime warranty. Features  Lifetime Limited Warranty on all 60 discs Digital format

for crystal clear sound. Digital indexing for easy scripture reference. Complete NASB Audio Bible on

60 Digitally Formatted and indexed CDs, plays on any CD player, perfect for car, jogging, home, or

bike riding. Attractive, padded, zipper case with individual protective sleeves. each Bible Discs has

an individual easy access, protective sleeve.
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Terrific product. Another review stated that the narrator's voice would grow on the consumer. I'm not

sure about that but I love the layout and being able to switch books and chapters easily. At least I

can understand the man as he does enunciate precisely enough. I would strongly to quite strongly



recommend it to a friend or relative.

I am very pleased with my recent purchase of the NASV Bible on CD. It was delivered before the

target date. It is of highest quality and I'm very impressed. The gentleman that does the reading is

easy to listen to and does an outstanding job.

The case is convenient for long trips and keeping the cd's organized. The narrator's voice is in line

with James Earl Jones. I am looking forward to listening to it as I read along.

I really like this CD set. The case is perfect, CD quality outstanding! The voice is nice once you get

used to it. At first I found it an odd tone, but after a while of listening I enjoyed how smooth the

narrator keeps his voice and he thankfully isn't monotoned so I can stay awake while I listen :). I

really appreciate this set. Very, Very well done. I highly recommend!

I really like this audio version of the NASB Bible. I have a hearing loss and Mr. Stevens voice is very

clear and easy to hear.

I love to listen to Steven B. Stevens. His voice is deep and rich, and he speaks with devotion and

authority. It is a voice you can listen to for hours. Encourages reading of the bible.

Most men are not avid readers, and reading the Bible daily is rare with most men. We can listen as

we drive, work, or meditate with this superior version of the Bible. It is spoken in our modern

language, and so much more of God's truth is understood as we study in our own modern

language. Our understanding is magnified with this translation, and our knowledge is increased

since we will listen, and not have to wait to read the written version. Start with the Gospel of John,

then go through all of the Gospels. Then the whole New Testiment, Psalms, and Proverbs. Now

start at Genesis and continue through the whole Bible. Time passes quckly as the Word is read

aloud to you.

My husband had this in the New Testament only. He has it playing softly in a CD player that he

listens to all night as he sleeps. He really loves doing that. He wanted the Old Testament too, so

we've bought this. I really dislike Max McLean's voice, so I was glad to be able to find Steven had

more versions available. He sounds very soothing. I can hear it too and it is nice to go to sleep to.



We'll put the NT that we own now in the car when we go on trips. It is so much more energizing to

the soul than the junk that is on the radio now days! Even Christian stations have stupid

commercials and irritating rock music!
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